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Introduction

Italian for favourite, Prediletto is the perfect name for a 
collection designed for the favourite member of the 
household.   

The brand, described as "traditional with a designer 
couture twist,” features limited edition and one-off 
pieces, as well as bespoke and exclusive haute couture 
for pets all around the world.

Designer Karen Denney has taken the once purely 
practical traditional-style dog coat and turned it into a 
special and original designer piece through an 
inimitable blend of exciting fabrics, patterns and 
detailing.

Only the best fabrics are specially selected to ensure the 
highest quality.

Each piece of Prediletto Couture is expertly designed and 
handmade in England in the Karen Denney studio, to 
achieve a superior finish, which means that every coat 
with the Prediletto name to it is almost as unique as 
your pet.



The Woodland Check Coat

A stylish fleece-lined checked dog coat 
with gorgeous wooden bone

embellishments, and cute toggle
buttons. With adjustable front leg and 

chest for a perfect fit. 



The Fuchsia Flower Coat

A pretty fleece-lined Fuchsia Coat with 
handcrafted flower details and trim, 

finished with cute buttons. With adjust-
able front leg and chest for a perfect fit.



The Flamenco Coat

A pretty Spanish-inspired, fleece-lined 
fuchsia coat with handcrafted heart 
detail and trim, finished with cute

buttons.



The Tweed Coat

Stylish fleece-lined tweed dog coat with 
gorgeous embellishments, and cute 

buttons. With adjustable front leg and 
chest for a perfect fit. 



The Fuchsia Heart

A pretty fleece-lined fuchsia coat with 
handcrafted heart detail and trim, 
finished with cute buttons. With 

adjustable front leg
and chest for a perfect fit.



The Red Polka Dot Coat

Perfect for Spring walks. A pretty fleece-
lined linen dog coat with red polka dot 

frilly trim, finished with cute hand
crocheted buttons. With adjustable 
front leg and chest for a perfect fit.



The Canary Walk Check Coat 

A pretty fleece-lined linen dog coat in a 
raspberry and yellow check, finished 

with a canary yellow ribbon. With
adjustable front leg and chest for a

 perfect fit.



Sizing Information

As each piece is handmade to order, please allow 7 to 21 
days for delivery.

To Fit Chest
X-Small 18 to 25.5cm

7 to 10"
Small 28 to 33cm

11 to 13"
Medium 35.5cm to 43cm

14 to 17"
Large 45.5 to 53cm

18 to 21"
X-Large 56 to 66cm

22 to 26"

Each Prediletto coat has an adjustable chest and neck.

Delivery Information

Where to Buy
Prediletto is distributed worldwide by Prince and 

Princess Petwear and through selected stockists. Look 
out for the approved stockist posters or check 

princeprincesspetwear.co.uk for a list of genuine 
stockists.




